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Introduction

If you have never played flappy bird don’t worry, it is 
the simplest game ever and it is probably one of the most 
popular. It is simple, it is fun and it is addictive. It 
is a great place to start. If you google it you will find 
some youtube clips of people playing it. 

Gets stuck into the game and it takes you simply one step 
at a time. If you get stuck go back and look at it again. 
When you have finished the game you can customise it to 
your  heart’s  content  or  go  onto  the  next  one  in  the 
series ‘space invaders’.  
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The game you end up making will look something like this. 
You will tap the spacebar to make it jump. We will go 
through this step by step. Where there is a line (lines) 
of code change I have highlighted so that you don’t have 
to  write  all  the  code  every  single  time  there  is  a 
change, but you can if you want. 

I would also recommend that you login so that you can 
save your game as you go along. There may be times you 
crash the programme, I’ll rephrase that, you will crash 
the programme at some point, at least once. All you can 
do in that instance is reload what you have saved up to 
that point. 

I will summarise the basic steps to get going. Happy 
coding.  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Step 1
Create two new files called bird.js and pipe.js. The next 
few pages will take you carefully through the process. 

Step 2
Open up the html.index file and add them to the list 
below  the  sketch.js.  You  should  have  three  javascript 
files, sketch.js, bird.js and pipe.js

Step 3
Start typing in the code as I show you, press the run 
(play) button to see the impact of the code (if any!). 
You may have to update more than one file e.g. a line of 
code in sketch.js and bird.js. 

Step 4
If you get to the very end I suggest that you customise 
it  for  yourself  in  any  way  that  your  own  creativity 
suggests. 

Step 5
Share it with your friends as a link so they can enjoy it 
too. It would be good at this point to explore the theory 
of games and see what elements should be in a good game. 

Step 6
Go onto the next game in the series ‘space invaders’ 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Introduction

We  are  going  to  make  a  version  of  Flappy  Bird  in 
JavaScript using the p5.js library. This is free software 
for  use  to  create  art  or  games  and  even  teachable 
machines (AI). A followup to this book is to create an AI 
version of this using machine learning (ML5.js) if you 
are interested. 

To get started you don’t need to download any software, 
in a way you don’t even need to sign up to anything. But 
you will need to save your game (otherwise you will lose 
everything). The easiest way to do that is with a gmail 
account. If you don’t have one then you can get one for 
free. If you don’t want to do that you can create an 
account using your preferred email address (I did have 
problems with this in the early days but it might have 
been fixed by now)

The best browser to use for this is Chrome (safari is 
also OK but some of the others didn’t work so well). So, 
in your browser type... 

editor.p5js.org 

Once you have logged in you can now save your work as you 
go along. I will quickly go through the buttons for you. 

Play around with the buttons a settings and you will see 
what they do. They are fairly intuitive. the auto refresh 
button  is  a  mixed  blessing,  basically  every  time  you 
write some code it will run it immediately rather than 
stopping it then running it again. My advice is to keep 
it off and have it on stop while coding, otherwise you 
might accidentally find yourself in an infinite loop (as 

I have done many times) and it crashes. Also save it 
every few minutes incase it does crash. 

The sketch will have a randomly created name for the 
sketch in the image above it is button pig, this changes 
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every time you start a new sketch, click on the pencil 
icon and give it the name ‘Flappy Bird’, then go to file 
-> Save to save your sketch. 

The whole code you are going to write is called a sketch 
and is a javascript file hence the .js extension at the 
end. For this game we are going to have other files, one 
for the bird and another for the pipes. They will have 
extensions also e.g. bird.js and pipe.js. 

Click sketch to add file
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Give it the name bird.js
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Same for pipe.js
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Open the side panel to see the files are there
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Open the index.html file
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Add the two lines of code after sketch.js
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These are the files that need... 

We will start by adding these files. Click on ‘Sketch’ 
and click on ‘Add File’. It will ask you to name the 
file, type in bird.js and it will create an empty file 
called bird.js. Save it, now add pipe.js and save what 
you have done. 

For this next bit we need to add these files to the 
index.html file. 

If your computer has given it a capital B for bird, that 
is OK but when you add it to the html file you will need 
to do the same it is case sensitive, I suggest that you 
always use lowercase as a default. 

We are now going to take a peek at the files we have, to 
do this we click on the little grey arrow button. The one 
in the illustration below. Then click on the index.html, 
this will bring up the code that is there by default. 
There is a lot of stuff there that you may or may not be 
familiar with, if not please don’t worry what it all 
means, at this stage you really don’t need to understand 
it. 

It may seem a bit busy in the html.index file but if you 
locate the sketch.js file and copy and paste it twice and 
change the name of one to bird.js and pipe.js as seen in 
the sketch below

index.tml They need to be referenced here, always very easy to 
forget

sketch.js This is already there

bird.js This one needs to be added as a file and referenced 
in the index.html file

pipe.js This one also needs to be added as a file and 
referenced in the index.html file
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You will create an extra two files making it four all 
together,  these  will  be  colour  coded  for  easy 
identification. In essence you are making one sketch with 
several components. Each of the javascript files will be 
their own class. This is good practice for using classes. 

Any changes to the previous sketch will be highlighted in 
blue  as  shown  below,  this  to  help  you  speed  up  the 
process, it may be that some lines of code have been 
removed (replaced) so you will need to check through the 
lines of code to see what has been removed. I will try to 
alert you to anything removed but check anyway. 

Sketch B1.1 creating the files

index.html HTML file that will need additional lines of code 

sketch.js Main body of the sketch

bird.js The bird class will sit here

pipe.js The pipe class will sit here

File Name

Code stays the same in yellow

Code to change (or add) in blue
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The index.html file, this is what the default should look 
like...

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.2.0/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.2.0/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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We are now going to add in the bird.js and the pipe.js. 
It is quite easy to cut and paste and then edit the 
names. The additional text is highlighted. 

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.2.0/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.2.0/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

    <script src="bird.js"></script>

    <script src="pipe.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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Let’s get coding

Now we are ready to start coding our game. To save you 
typing out the code again and agin I have highlighted (as 
above) the changes to the code. Read the notes at the 
beginning  of  each  section  because  sometimes  I  have 
removed certain lines of code which is hard to highlight 
(for obvious reasons). 

The book is separated into parts (or sections) each one 
building on the previous so you work through the book 
developing the game step by step. I have highlighted the 
added lines of code so it should be obvious what is new 
and what stays the same. Please be aware that the code 
can  (and  will)  run  onto  more  than  one  page  so  keep 
scrolling through.

This is all about learning how to code as well as just 
making a game. There may be lots you don’t understand, 
practice  and  playing  is  the  name  of  the  game. 
Experimenting and getting it wrong is also part of the 
learning  curve.  If  you  get  it  right  first  time  you 
haven’t really learned anything new. 

Enjoy and have fun, happy coding

Ps  visit  my  website  www.thehappycoder.org  for  more 
information and also visit my facebook page (The Happy 
Coder). 

YouTube

This curriculum is based on the tutorial that can be 
found on the ‘Coding Train’ channel on YouTube under the 
title  ‘Coding  Challenge  #31  flappy  bird’.  It  is  well 
worth a look and subscribing to his channel. 

Save your work as you go along... 
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We start by creating a bird class. The bird at this stage 
is just a circle, you will be creating a more realistic! 
bird later as a png. A constructor() function and show() 
function is created for the bird (a simple circle)

Sketch B1.2 a bird class

bird.js

class Bird 

{

  constructor() 

  {

    this.y = height / 2

    this.x = 50

  }

  show() 

  {

    circle(this.x, this.y, 20)

  }

}
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Creating a new bird in sketch.js

You should have something like this...  

sketch.js

let bird

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

}
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The bird will be given some gravity, this is a value that 
you can experiment with, 0.5 is a reasonable value but 
try others to see the difference. The velocity starts at 
zero but it increases by the gravity on each iteration. 
Hence it falls to the ground gradually getting faster. 
This is to give the bird some gravity and a velocity so 
the bird is pushed down

Now to add the update function into sketch.js but the 
bird just falls through the ground. 

Sketch B1.3 gravity

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.y = height/2

    this.x = 50

    this.gravity = 0.5

    this.velocity = 0

  }

  

  show()

  {

    circle(this.x, this.y, 20)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.velocity += this.gravity

    this.y += this.velocity

  }

}
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sketch.js

let bird

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

}
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Giving the bird upper and lower limits in bird.js

Sketch B1.4 upper and lower limits

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.y = height/2

    this.x = 50

    this.gravity = 0.5

    this.velocity = 0

  }

  

  show()

  {

    circle(this.x, this.y, 20)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.velocity += this.gravity

    this.y += this.velocity

    if (this.y > height)

    {

      this.y = height

      this.velocity = 0

    }

    if (this.y < 0)

    {

      this.y = 0
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      this.velocity = 0

    }

  }

}
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We want to move the bird upwards by tapping the spacebar. 
We have to write the function up() in bird.js

Sketch B1.5 tapping the spacebar

sketch.js

let bird

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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The up() function in bird.js, creating an up force called 
lift. Now when you tap the spacebar it goes up (remember 
to click on the canvas first)

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.y = height/2

    this.x = 50

    this.gravity = 0.5

    this.lift = -10

    this.velocity = 0

  }

  

  show()

  {

    circle(this.x, this.y, 20)

  }

  

  up()

  {

    this.velocity += this.lift

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.velocity += this.gravity

    this.y += this.velocity

    if (this.y > height)

    {

      this.y = height
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Click on the canvas after you have typed the code and tap 
the spacebar, the circle should go up and fall back to 
the ground  

      this.velocity = 0

    }

    if (this.y < 0)

    {

      this.y = 0

      this.velocity = 0

    }

  }

}
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This can improved by adding some air resistance 

Sketch B1.6 air resistance

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor()

  {

  this.y = height/2

  this.x = 50

  this.gravity = 0.5

  this.lift = -10

  this.velocity = 0

  }

  

  show()

  {

    circle(this.x, this.y, 20)

  }

  

  up()

  {

    this.velocity += this.lift

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.velocity += this.gravity

    this.velocity *= 0.9

    this.y += this.velocity

    if (this.y > height)
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As you tap the spacebar it moves more sluggishly as if 
there is air resistance  

    {

      this.y = height

      this.velocity = 0

    }

    if (this.y < 0)

    {

      this.y = 0

      this.velocity = 0

    }

  }

}
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Now we need the pipes! Create pipe.js file if not done so 
already and add to the index.html file. We will draw a 
rectangle from the top to some random position half the 
height and another rectangle from some random height (up 
to half the height) to the bottom. If you sketch it out 
it does make sense, honestly. We are going to make it 
move from the right to the left.

Sketch B1.7 the pipes

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.top = random(0, height/2)

    this.bottom = random(height/2)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 20

    this.speed = 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255)

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)  

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed

  }

}
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Next let’s create an array of pipes so that them move 
constantly across the screen as if the bird is flying 
through them. This produces one set of pipes. 

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  for (let i = 0; i < pipes.length; i++)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }
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You should get two pipes moving across the canvas from 
right to left and then out of picture  

}
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Now have a new set every 100 frames (between 1 and 2 
seconds)

Sketch B1.8 the speed of the pipes

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < pipes.length; i++)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

  }

}

function keyPressed()
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Notes
You should now have lots of pipes flowing across the 
canvas, see if you can get the circle through each of the 
gaps in the pipes!  

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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Deleting  the  pipes  once  off  the  screen,  creating  a 
function  called  offscreen(),  also  if  it  is  checking 
through the array it should work backwards through the 
array

Sketch B1.9 deleting the pipes

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {
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Notes
You should get an error message when you try to run this 
sketch

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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Then the offscreen function detection in pipe.js

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.top = random(0, height/2)

    this.bottom = random(height/2)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 20

    this.speed = 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255)

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)  

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed

  }

  

  offscreen()

  {

    if (this.x < -this.w)

    {

      return true

    }

    else
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Notes
Use console log to check how long the pipes array is e.g. 
console.log(pipes.length) at the end of function draw() 
in sketch.js  

    {

      return false

    }

  }

}
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Now the collision! Checking to see if the pipes hit the 
bird.  We  need  to  write  a  function  called  hit().  The 
console.log(‘hit’) is just to check that it works. 

Sketch B1.10 collision

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    if (pipes[i].hits(bird))

    {

      console.log(‘HIT’)
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Notes
You should get an error message at this point because we 
haven’t added that function to pipe.js  

    }

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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In  pipes  we  create  a  function  with  an  argument  bird 
object. This tests whether it is in line with the x value 
of the pipe and between the two ends of the pipe (the y 
value)

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.top = random(0, height/2)

    this.bottom = random(height/2)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 20

    this.speed = 1

  }

  

  hits(bird)

  {

    if (bird.y < this.top || bird.y > height - this.bottom)

    {

      if (bird.x > this.x && bird.x < this.x + this.w)

      {

        return true

      }

    }

    return false

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255)

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)
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Notes
You should be getting a message in the console every time 
the circle hits one of the pipes, see below  

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)  

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed

  }

  

  offscreen()

  {

    if (this.x < -this.w)

    {

      return true

    }

    else

    {

      return false

    }

  }

}
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Highlight when a bird hits the pipe, make it turn red

Sketch B1.11 highlighting collision

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.top = random(0, height/2)

    this.bottom = random(height/2)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 20

    this.speed = 1

    this.highlight = false

  }

  

  hits(bird)

  {

    if (bird.y < this.top || bird.y > height - this.bottom)

    {

      if (bird.x > this.x && bird.x < this.x + this.w)

      {

        this.highlight = true

        return true

      }

    }

    this.highlight = false

    return false

  }

  

  show()
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  {

    fill(255)

    if (this.highlight)

    {

      fill(255, 0, 0)

    }

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)  

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed
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  }

  

  offscreen()

  {

    if (this.x < -this.w)

    {

      return true

    }

    else

    {

      return false

    }

  }

}
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When the circle (bird) hits the pipe it turns red  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Now to make the gaps the same whatever the length of the 
pipe. We create a fixed spacing. All the randomness will 
be contained in the top pipe. 

Sketch B1.12 mind the gap

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.spacing =  75

    this.top = random(height/6, 3*height/4)

    this.bottom = height - (this.top + this.spacing)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 20

    this.speed = 1

    this.highlight = false

  }

  

  hits(bird)

  {

    if (bird.y < this.top || bird.y > height - this.bottom)

    {

      if (bird.x > this.x && bird.x < this.x + this.w)

      {

        this.highlight = true

        return true

      }

    }

    this.highlight = false

    return false

  }
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  show()

  {

    fill(255)

    if (this.highlight)

    {

      fill(255, 0, 0)

    }

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)  

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed

  }

  

  offscreen()

  {

    if (this.x < -this.w)

    {

      return true

    }

    else

    {

      return false

    }

  }

}
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Notes
Now all the gaps are the same, see if you can get through 
without hitting the pipes. You could try changing the gap 
size.  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. . . and finally in the sketch remove the console log 
loop()

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 600)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    pipes[i].hits(bird)

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }
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}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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Save what you have done already, open a new sketch and 
call it ‘bird png’ because we are going to create a png 
image of the bird used in the original game. You will be 
saving onto your desktop so that you can later drag and 
drop it into the flappy bird sketch. 

So delete all the default code because you only need two 
functions:  setup()  and  mouseClicked().  There  is  no 
background (and that is important). I found an image and 
drew a 17x12 grid over it. Then drew and coloured each 
square/rectangle in p5.js. The resulting code is what you 
can see below. It may seem a bit tedious to copy out all 
the lines of code but you can use copy and paste as you 
go along. 

However tedious think of it as creating your own bit of 
pixel artwork. You can create any png image. The reason 
we are creating a png without a background is because it 
is then transparent where there are no pixels.

NOTE: you do not need to write the comments 
bit but they will help you keep track!

When you are finished just click on the image in the 
canvas  and  it  will  download  it  somewhere  on  your 
computer. Wherever it has downloaded find it so that you 
can drag and drop in the next part. 

Sketch B1.13 a png of the bird

PNG sketch.js

let c

function setup() 

{

  c = createCanvas(170, 120)

  

  noStroke()
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  // black

  fill(0)

  // line 0

  rect(60, 0, 60, 10)

  // line 1

  rect(40, 10, 20, 10)

  square(90, 10, 10)

  square(120, 10, 10)

  // line 2

  square(30, 20, 10)

  rect(80, 20, 10, 30)

  square(130, 20, 10)

  // line 3

  rect(10, 30, 40, 10)

  rect(120, 30, 10, 20)

  rect(140, 30, 10, 30)

  // line 4

  rect(0, 40, 10, 30)

  square(50, 40, 10)

  // line 5

  rect(60, 50, 10, 20)

  square(90, 50, 10)

  // line 6

  rect(100, 60, 60, 10)

  // line 7

  square(10, 70, 10)

  square(50, 70, 10)

  square(90, 70, 10)

  square(160, 70, 10)

  // line 8

  rect(20, 80, 30, 10)
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  square(80, 80, 10)

  rect(100, 80, 60, 10)

  // line 9

  square(20, 90, 10)

  square(90, 90, 10)

  square(150, 90, 10)

  // line 10

  rect(30, 100, 20, 10)

  rect(100, 100, 50, 10)

  // line 12

  rect(50, 110, 50, 10)

  

  // white

  fill(255)

  // line 1

  rect(60, 10, 30, 10)

  rect(100, 10, 20, 10)

  // line 2

  rect(40, 20, 20, 10)

  rect(90, 20, 40, 10)

  // line 3

  rect(90, 30, 30, 10)

  square(130, 30, 10)

  // line 4

  rect(10, 40, 40, 10)

  rect(90, 40, 30, 10)

  square(130, 40, 10)

  // line 5

  rect(10, 50, 50, 10)

  rect(100, 50, 40, 10)

  // line 6

  rect(20, 60, 30, 10)
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  // yellow

  fill(255, 255, 0)

  // line 2

  rect(60, 20, 20, 10)

  // line 3

  rect(50, 30, 30, 10)

  // line 4

  rect(60, 40, 20, 10)

  // line 5

  rect(70, 50, 20, 10)

  // line 6

  square(10, 60, 10)

  square(50, 60, 10)

  rect(70, 60, 30, 10)

  // line 7

  rect(20, 70, 30, 10)

  rect(60, 70, 30, 10)

  

  // red

  fill(255, 0, 0)

  // line 7

  rect(100, 70, 60, 10)

  // line 8

  square(90, 80, 10)

  // line 9

  rect(100, 90, 50, 10)

  

  // orange

  fill(255, 165, 0)

  // line 8

  rect(50, 80, 30, 10)
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  // line 9

  rect(30, 90, 60, 10)

  // line 10

  rect(50, 100, 50, 10)

}

function mouseClicked() 

{

  saveCanvas(c, 'flappybird', 'png')

}
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Now you will need to go back to your code for flappy 
bird. Under the tab ‘Sketches’ where you created your 
files for bird.js and pipe.js this time click on ‘Add 
Folder’ and give it the name images. 

After  you  have  done  that  head  over  to  the  list  of 
sketches on the lefthand side. You will see a folder 
called  images,  click  on  it,  there  will  be  a  small 
triangle (on the right of the name), click on that and 
you will get a drop down menu, select ‘Upload file’, now 
drag and drop the image from your desktop. 

The name of the image will now appear in that folder with 
the extension png. If the name is not the one you want 
then rename it either in its own drop down box or rename 
it on the desktop and redo the drag and drop. 

I have called mine ‘flappybird.png’, yours should be the 
same, although if you have made several copies it might 
have a index number as well. The name that appears here 
is important for what you put in the code in a moment. 

The preload() function is to make sure the bird image is 
loaded properly before starting the game. The commented 
out bit can be uncommented to make sure that the image is 
there before we replace the circle with the bird image. 

Sketch B1.14 adding the png

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

let img

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/flappybird.png')

}
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function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(500, 300)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  //image(img, bird.x, bird.y, 34, 24)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    pipes[i].hits(bird)

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{
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  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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In the bird.js we will replace the circle with the bird 
image,  remove  circle(this.x,  this.y,  20)  in  show() 
function

bird.js

class Bird

{

  constructor()

  {

  this.y = height/2

  this.x = 50

  this.gravity = 0.5

  this.lift = -10

  this.velocity = 0

  }

  

  show()

  {

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(img, this.x, this.y - 12, 34, 24)

  }

  

  up()

  {

    this.velocity += this.lift

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.velocity += this.gravity

    this.velocity *= 0.9

    this.y += this.velocity

    if (this.y > height)
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    {

      this.y = height

      this.velocity = 0

    }

    if (this.y < 0)

    {

      this.y = 0

      this.velocity = 0

    }

  }

}
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Improving the pipes

Sketch B1.15 pipe improvements

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.spacing =  height/5

    this.top = random(height/6, 3*height/4)

    this.bottom = height - (this.top + this.spacing)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 20

    this.speed = 1

    this.highlight = false

  }

  

  hits(bird)

  {

    if (bird.y < this.top || bird.y > height - this.bottom)

    {

      if (bird.x > this.x && bird.x < this.x + this.w)

      {

        this.highlight = true

        return true

      }

    }

    this.highlight = false

    return false

  }
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  show()

  {

    fill(100, 200, 100)

    fill(0, 255, 0)

    if (this.highlight)

    {

      fill(255, 0, 0)

    }

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)

    rect(this.x - 5, this.top, this.w + 10, 10)

    rect(this.x - 5, height - this.bottom, this.w + 10, 10)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed

  }

  

  offscreen()

  {

    if (this.x < -this.w)

    {

      return true

    }

    else

    {

      return false

    }

  }

}
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Adding a score 

Sketch B1.16 adding a score

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

let img

let count = 3

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/flappybird.png')

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(500, 300)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(0)

  //image(img, bird.x, bird.y, 34, 24)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }
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  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    pipes[i].hits(bird)

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

  fill(255)

  textSize(25)

  text('LIVES: ' + int(count), 50, 50)

  if (count <= 1)

  {

    textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)

    background(0)

    text('TRY AGAIN', width/2, height/2)

    noLoop()

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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When highlighted (hit) the count is decreased by 1/35, 
this value takes into account the frame rate so you can 
play around this figure. To refine this you will need to 
be more specific at what point does a hit count

pipe.js

class Pipe

{

  constructor()

  {

    this.spacing =  height/5

    this.top = random(height/6, 3*height/4)

    this.bottom = height - (this.top + this.spacing)

    this.x = width

    this.w = 40

    this.speed = 2

    this.highlight = false

  }

  

  hits(bird)

  {

    if (bird.y < this.top || bird.y > height - this.bottom)

    {

      if (bird.x > this.x && bird.x < this.x + this.w)

      {

        this.highlight = true

        return true

      }

    }

    this.highlight = false

    return false

  }
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  show()

  {

    stroke(0)

    fill(100, 200, 100)

    if (this.highlight)

    {

      fill(255, 0, 0)

      count = (count - 1/35)

    }

    rect(this.x, 0, this.w, this.top)

    rect(this.x - 5, this.top, this.w + 10, 10)

    rect(this.x, height - this.bottom, this.w, this.bottom)  

    rect(this.x - 5, height - this.bottom, this.w + 10, 10)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.x -= this.speed

  }

  

  offscreen()

  {

    if (this.x < -this.w)

    {

      return true

    }

    else

    {

      return false

    }

  }

}
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Adding the score is just the time before you hit three 
pipes also make the background blue

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

let img

let count = 3

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/flappybird.png')

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(500, 300)

  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(0, 0, 255)

  //image(img, bird.x, bird.y, 34, 24)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {
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    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    pipes[i].hits(bird)

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

  fill(255)

  textSize(25)

  text('LIVES: ' + int(count), 50, 50)

  let score = floor(frameCount/60)

  text('SCORE: ' + score, 50, 75)

  if (count <= 1)

  {

    textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)

    background(0)

    text('TRY AGAIN', width/2, height/2)

    text('YOUR SCORE IS ' + score, width/2, height/3)

    noLoop()

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}
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Creating a mobile version so you either click with your 
mouse or tap with your finger and have a blue background. 
To see the game being played out after you have saved it 
click  on  ‘File’  in  the  drop  down  menu  you  will  see 
‘Share’, when you click on it you will see a new box open 
up  with  four  options,  Embed,  Present,  Fullscreen,  and 
Edit with a link and a box with a curved arrow. 

If you click on the link it will copy it for you, if you 
click on the arrow box it will transport you to a new 
window.  What  I  would  suggest  is  copy  the  link  for 
‘Present’ and save the link so that you can try it on a 
mobile device. You can also share it with your friends 
(they will see your email address). 

You  can  use  windowWidth  and  windowHeight  instead  of 
actual  values  so  that  it  adjusts  to  the  size  of  the 
screen on your phone, it works best in landscape mode for 
obvious reasons. 

Sketch B1.17 mobile version

sketch.js

let bird

let pipes = []

let img

let count = 3

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/flappybird.png')

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(windowWidth, 300)
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  bird = new Bird()

  pipes.push(new Pipe())

}

function draw() 

{

  background(0, 0, 255)

  //image(img, bird.x, bird.y, 34, 24)

  bird.show()

  bird.update()

  if (frameCount % 120 == 0)

  {

    pipes.push(new Pipe())

  }

  for (let i = pipes.length - 1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    pipes[i].show()

    pipes[i].update()

    pipes[i].hits(bird)

    if (pipes[i].offscreen())

    {

      pipes.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

  fill(255)

  textSize(25)

  text('LIVES: ' + int(count), 50, 50)

  let score = floor(frameCount/60)

  text('SCORE: ' + score, 50, 75)

  if (count <= 1)

  {

    textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
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    background(0)

    text('TRY AGAIN', width/2, height/2)

    text('YOUR SCORE IS ' + score, width/2, height/3)

    noLoop()

  }

}

function keyPressed()

{

  if (key === ' ')

  {

    bird.up() 

  }

}

function mousePressed()

{

  bird.up()

}
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To share your game click -> File and then Share. You 
should get a screen like so...

I’ve blanked out the links in the boxes. If you click on 
the  actual  links  they  are  copied  for  you  to  your 
clipboard, if you click on the box with the curved arrow 
it takes you to a new tab to see the finished result

Embedded:
Means you can paste it into the actual html code on your 
website if you have one (works with wordpress)

Present and full screen:
Are fairly similar and will allow people to play your 
game. The difference being that in present any changes 
you make will appear in theirs. 

Edit:

Sketch B1.18 sharing the game
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This is a way of sharing your code, they can’t change 
yours but they can duplicate it so they can adapt it 
themselves. 
Note of caution: 
They will be able to see your email address if you use 
these in the information bar at the top if they look 
closely, but if you have emailed it to them then they 
will have it anyway. 
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